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farm of £50 (or less if the lease was for a long term of
years) confer the franchise and a fy house or a £49
farm confer nothing? Hence the Acts of 1867 and
1884, the former of which gave the vote to all house-
holders in boroughs, irrespective of the value of their
houses, and to lodgers in boroughs, provided that their
lodgings cost them £10 a year unfurnished. The latter
conferred precisely the same franchises upon house-
holders and lodgers in country districts. Thus by 1884
England—and, indeed, the whole United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, to every part of which these
measures applied—had what passed for a democratic
system. But it is important to notice that the poorer
lodgers, sons residing in their parents' houses, and the
numerous class of persons who did not remain in one
place for the twelve months required to get their names
placed on the official register of voters, still had no
power to vote.
So far as the right to vote is concerned, this remained
the situation up to the war of 1914-18—in a population
(for the United Kingdom) that mounted towards
48,000,000, about two-thirds of the adult males were
able to vote, and of the adult females none. But there
was another type of parliamentary reform which went
on at the same time as that of which we have been
talking, namely, the redistribution of seats. Before
1832 there was a strict separation between county seats,
of which every county had two, and the far more
numerous borough seats (two to each borough), the
bulk of which were attached to ancient towns in the
south of England, many of them ludicrously small in
comparison with the new industrial centres in the
north.^ The Reform of 1832 was therefore accompanied
by redistribution: the smallest boroughs lost their seats,

